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Overview
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The zombie apocalypse is here, now. It is up to you to save yourself, your
family, and then go on to compete for resources, or co-operate to clean up the
nieghborhood once and for all. Only one question remains: can you conquer
the chaos?

Components

Cards (285): represented herein using Capitalized Italics. Card types include: Time (1),
Character (18), Heroic Actions (18), Sick (6), Wounded (3), Location (19), Weather (9), Encounter (85), Human Enemy (3), Residential Loot (102), Commercial Loot (30), & Fresh Food (12).

SIDEBAR VISUALS
Dice use:
attack / use skill
encounter attack
use with trap

Card-Clips (20): attached to Loot on first use (see below).
Dice (9): six sided (d6) rolls may be modified by subtraction/addition such as 2d6-2. d10 rolls
are > or = a target number for success, and a natural zero = critical miss. Dice use:
		
(4) d6 white: number of encounters or rewards at a Location.
		(1) d6 red: roll on first outside loud noise: skull = draw nearby Encounters.
		(1) d10 blue: player attacks, skills, or initiative.
		(1) d10 green: encounter attacks
		(1) d10 brown: tracks the Survivalist’s trap.

roll white d6 for
encounters & rewards

Pawns (16): assorted colors represent survivors.
Meeples (34) and
Bases (14): represent encounters on the battlefield. Bases are paired
with meeples to modify zombies.
Mega-Meeple (2): a zombie horde.
Chips (16): placed on Locations
		
(10) white = safe
		
(5) red = fire
		
(1) blue = current battle

roll the red d6
if you are loud outside

survivors

Player Mats (2): used to organize your character Heroic Actions/Backpacks.
Universal Battlefield (1): a “zoomed in” hexagonal map of the current Location.

Supply

When Loot enters play, its current supply is the red position on the bottom of the card. Attach a cardclip the first time it is “in hand”. Move the clip to the left as the supply is used, and remove it when
empty. Loot may be resupplied by transfering the same type of supply from other Loot.

encounters
modify encounters

Game Play Overview

Your characters start with a heroic action, loot, pawn, & a backpack organized using the player
mat. Set-up the neighborhood by dealing locations in the arrangement chosen on the scenario.
A game turn is 1 day. It has 3 action phases–dawn, day, night–and 1 reckoning phase when survivors
must eat food or starve. Players scout locations &/or retreat from them on their turn.
Scout locations by rolling for encounters. Set them up on the battlefield and decide whether to battle
or retreat. If you win a battle, flip the cleared location & put a safe-chip on it. If you retreat, you must
battle any dangerous encounters you face, or die trying.
The game ends when you meet the end condition of the scenario, or if your survivors die.

“It was day 15 of our quarantine when we ran out of food.”

attach a card-clip to the
red bar before the first
use

Tabletop Setup

PART I: Set-up
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Tabletop arrangements may differ depending on scenario. Set up in the following order:
A shuffle & deal neighborhood per scenario, with blue sides face up, except S-Mart

B place battlefield next to neighborhood, with meeples/bases near it

C shuffle all decks and place them around the neighborhood
D set time to dawn phase and draw Weather for the day
A

The Neighborhood

rotate to track phases
C

D

your starting location

B The Battlefield
x12

x1

x8

x1

x8

x1

x1

x2

discard
piles

cache locations start
blue side face up

x6
x6

x2

x2

“Our plan was to check our neighbor first thing in the morning.
Maybe the Johnson’s would be willing to share.”

terrain may have
resources

Player Setup
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Each player starts with a player mat and 2 Characters either dealt randomly or chosen. Each
Character has 3 starting Loot and one Heroic Action. Set up as follows:
A place characters next to player mat

B place their heroic action on the player mat “hero side” up

C gather their 3 residential loot (listed on bottom of Character) and place it either inside their
backpack, or “on hand” next to them

D gather a color pawn for each Character & place on your Home Base with a safe-chip
A

Looted Street

Z1 Z2 Z3 |

human base ratings:
move, push, and carry

TERRAIN

Alpha Base

Encounters

C

B

-2

D
C

Characters

loot weight

One bite or hit infects or kills a Character (exception: Feral Dogs). Each Character has move, push,
and carry ratings.
Move = the number of hexes a Character can move on the battlefield.
Push = the target number to push an Encounter.
Carry = the amount of Loot weight a Character may carry on hand.

1 Weight: a yellow circle on the upper left, ranging from 0 - 3. Characters can carry any
amount of Loot on hand with a combined weight of 4 or less–see Backpack below.
Hunting: all survivors can hunt. If you clear the Field/Graveyard, hunt by rolling d10+2 for
game and its range. An odd roll = yes there is game. A roll of 1 = close, 3-5 = medium, 7-9 = long.
11 is out of range. You must make a successful ranged attack on the game for 2 fresh food (small
game). Only one Character may attempt to hunt per Location per phase (note: only skill in hunting can
achieve close range).

Heroic Action / Backpack

Heroic Action / Backpack are on the same card. At set up, place it on the player aid with the Heroic
Action face up. The 3 rectangles to the left represent the contents of the Backpack.

essential info is on top of
melee weapons so they
may be stacked

Heroic Actions may be played once per game, only by their Character, and are flipped over when
played or if a Character dies.
A Backpack weighs 1 but allows 3 additional Loot–each with a weight of 1–to be carried. Therefore
a Character with a carry rating of 4 can carry 3 on hand & 3 in their pack. A Backpack is Loot and
can be given to an Ally/Dependant, even if the Heroic Action has not yet been used (place Ally/
Dependant on Heroic Action to denote they are wearing the Backpack).

“At dawn, we saw up close–the Johnson’s had turned into monsters.
We decided to retreat to our favorite spot, the stream.
Dad fished while I stood guard.”

dependants can be used to
carry your backpacks

Neighborhood

PART II: World
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The neighborhood consists of 19 Locations. There are 2 types: Cache (blue) & Terrain (red).

Locations

All Locations have a battlefield description & encounter roll. Caches also have a reward roll.
Battlefield Description: 3 zones with zone dividers that describe the Location. Outside
zones are red. Zone dividers are what is between zones. Examples include:
Card 		
Looted Street
Trailer Home
Ranch House
Pub
Fenced House
Nice House

Description
Z1 Z2 Z3 |
Z1 Z2 | Z3
Z1 | Z2 | Z3
Z1 | Z2 Z3
Z1 | Z2 | Z3
Z1 | Z2 | Z3

Zone 1		
street		
yard		
yard
yard		
fenced yard
yard w/garden

Zone 2		
street		
yard		
first floor		
bar		
first floor		
first floor		

Zone 3
yard w/empty house
inside trailer
basement
bar
second floor
second floor

locations have 3 zones,
red = outside

Encounter Roll: the scout (die) roll to determine the number of Encounters there for the day.
Reward: roll for Residential or Commercial Loot. Fresh Food may be rewarded at Terrain by
hunting, trapping, or fishing.

Zone Dividers

There may be a wall or fence in between zones.

|

Walls prevent movement and cannot be shot through. Zones in front of walls must be clear
before you may regroup and move past them. A wall at the end means that if you clear all zones, you
can pass the wall and go inside (for the night).

zone dividers:
fence, wall, wall

Fences trap Feral Dogs and Zombies. They are only dangerous if survivors enter the area.
Weapons with stake-tactics can auto-eradicate them from behind the fence (firearms use ammo).

Gardens

Gardens award 2 Fresh Food once per game if outside zones are cleared. If you retreat after looting
a garden, attach a card-clip to the Location to help you remember it has been looted.

Occupied Locations

You may not end your turn on an Occupied Location, but you may move
through one by scouting it (no roll necessary) and immediately retreating
from it.

The Church

The Church is a trading post. The first time you
clear it, draw 9 residential Loot and make up to 3
trades. The Church retains it’s Loot. You (or another
player) may return and trade for what is there later in
the game (do not draw new Loot).

A wall at the end means
you can spend the night
safely inside if you clear
the outside

Trade Value: some Loot has a minumum
amount of supply needed to be traded, indicated
by a purple supply number. If Loot does not have a
purple number, it may be traded without supply.

“In the afternoon, we checked in on some friends of ours.
They’d turned too. Dad had his shotgun.
All I had was a garbage can lid & my dad’s pistol.”

minimum supply needed
to trade at the church is
marked purple
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Encounters

There are 4 types of Encounters: Zombies, Feral Dogs, Human Enemies, and Friendly Humans.
Meeples represent them on the battlefield. Bases modify them.

Zombies

Zombies have a move and bite rating. 1 move point = move 1 hex on the battlefield. If a zombie is
enganged and has a move available, it bites: roll against the bite rating.–see page 11: Getting Bit
Zombie: move 2 (move & bite from 1 hex away) and bite 4.

some zombies carry loot

Fast Zombie: move 3 (move & bite from 2 hexes away) and bite 3.
Slow Zombie: move 1 (only bite if already engaged), and bite 5.
Rigored Zombie (experiencing rigor mortis): move by rolling d10: 0-4 no move, 5-8 move 1,
or 9 move 2. Rigored Zombies bite is 3.
Carrying Loot: if eradicated, the disc remains on battlefield. If adjacent, survivors may pick
it up (free action) for 1 Residential Loot.
Distracted: does not move or attack unless activated by a loud noise or a move/melee into
an adjacent hex. Ranged attack die rolls get +1 against them until activated. Remove when activated.

some are distracted

Wearing a Helmet: modify attack rolls against them -1. Remove if eradicated.

Feral Dogs

Feral Dogs move 4 and can wound 5 or kill 8. Feral Dogs cannot be pushed. Place Wounds
permanently on bit survivors (heal with First Aid Kit). If already wounded, they are killed.

Human Enemies!

There is 1 Human Enemies! in the Encounter Deck. If revealed, group it with the two closest zombies
(if any). Draw and pair Human Enemies to those card hex positions. Keep any Feral Dogs &/or Human
Allies/Dependants, but discard excess Encounters.
Initiative: if you spot Human Enemies inside with the Scope / Binoculars, and are quiet
(no alarm roll) before entering, you win initiative. If you are loud outside and enter unaware, they win
initiative. Otherwise, roll d10 for initiative with the player winning ties (Coffee modifies). Roll for initiative
on each battle-round following the first round.

zombies wearing a
helmet are hardest to hit
allies can carry & use loot
in battles

Gone for Good: if any Human Enemies are killed, remove Human Enemies! from the
Encounter Deck.
Spoils of War: if eliminated, use the Human Enemy as Loot.

Friendly Humans

If revealed, set aside. Activate if the zone(s) are cleared. They cannot scout locations independently.
Allies can battle and carry, push, or move.
Dependants cannot battle, but can carry Loot (exception: Infant).

Fire!

There is 1 Fire! in the Encounter Deck. Place a red fire-chip on the Location when it is revealed
(exception: Fire Extinguisher). Fires are the same as an Occupied Home. You must retreat from them
immediately, even if you retreated there when it was revealed. Fire! is reshuffled at the end of the day,
but the fire-chip remains for the entire game.

“It was sad to say goodbye to our neighbors like that.
We barely knew ‘em. At least we no longer needed food.”

use eliminated human
enemy as loot
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The battlefield is set up when you scout a Location by rolling for Encounters there.

Universal Battlefield

The battlefield can be used for any Location, whether it is outside without dividers, or one with walls/
fences dividing each zone. It has 3 zones, each with hexes labeled A - Z. Potential walls are gray.
Restart hexes have pawn or door shapes. It has two sides–either side can be used.

Placing Encounters
1-E

Cut the Encounter Deck, then draw & place the number of Encounters scouted (rolled) face
down into their zones. If they are outside (red zone) reveal them by turning them face up
and placing their meeple onto the battlefied hex shown on their card. Any meeple placed on
the battlefield is dangerous, unless they are behind a fence.

Z3

Z2

restart hexes
from Z2
from Z1

restart hexes
from Z1
from Z1

Z1

Z1

start hexes

start hexes

3-N

Quarantine Options

Potential inside zones have rooms–hexes with a lock symbol–that you can quarantine
zombies inside. If they are already in a room, engage them to auto-lock them inside. You
can also drive them into a room, instantly locking them in. Turn the meeple sideways to
indicate they are locked inside. You can only lock a room once. For each locked room
subtract 1 from your reward.

“We went back to our neighbors, and dad cleaned house with the
AK-47. We rescued their dog, which won’t stop following dad.”

encounter zone
placement

revealed hex position &
meeple type

look at encounters
behind the first wall with
binoculars or scope

Start hexes give
survivors a free action
(exception: surprised by
human enemies)
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Game Turn

A game turn represents one day in game. It has Weather, 3 sequential action phases–DAWN, DAY,
& NIGHT, and ultimately 1 RECKONING phase. Rotate the Time to track the phases.

Weather

At the start of the game & each day, draw the Weather. For each phase, apply it’s effects to player
attack rolls in outside zones only. Weather effects are in addition to night modifers.

3 Action Phases: Dawn, Day, & Night

Players take turns each phase. At night, ranged attacks are modified: -1 close, -2 medium, -3 long.
–see page 8: Player Turn

weather may affect
an action phase

Reckoning Phase

During reckoning, survivors are eating & sleeping. There are 3 parts:
1] Remove all safe-chips from cleared Locations except where survivors are safely inside.
–see page 8: Player Turn
2] Gather Encounters at Locations (except blockaded) and shuffle into the Encounter Deck.
–see page 8: Camping Out
3] Survivors eat Food or become starving.
		
Eating: when a survivor eats Normal or Junk Food, roll d10 to see if they get sick.
If they fail, place a Sick on top of them until the next reckoning. If they are already Sick retain that
illness for another turn, except Food Poisoning. Dependants do not need to roll for sickness. Discard
and reshuffle resolved Sick into the Sick Deck.
		Starving: if a survivor cannot eat, turn them 90º. They suffer -1 to all die rolls, and
-1 to carry. If they are starving on consecutive reckoning phases, remove them from play.
Reckoning outside has 2 additional effects:
		Sleep Deprivation–survivors become sleep deprived the next day. Attach a cardclip to the “eye-con” on the left side of their card. They have -1 to all die rolls that day (all phases).
		Dawn Patrol–your first scout of the day move must be your current Location with
Encounters placed as if they were drawn by a loud noise (edges of the battlefield).

3 types of food:
Junk: roll sick 0-3
Normal: roll sick 0-1
Fresh: no sick roll
place sick cards on top
of character for 1 day

attach card clip to
survivor if they become
sleep deprived

“That night we thought long and hard.
For the rest of us to live in peace, the only thing to do
was to get rid of as many zombies as possible.”

PART III: Game Turn

Player Turn
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You get at least 1 scout move with a possible retreat move each action phase. All moves are to
adjacent Locations in the neighborhood. You may pass and end your turn any time you are safe.

STEP 1: Prepare

Leave behind Loot your survival group cannot–or don’t want to–carry face down on Locations you
depart. It becomes part of the reward there.

STEP 2: Scout a Location

If you scout a Location for the first time that day, roll d6 for Encounters as described on the Location.
• if there are no Encounters, place a safe-chip there. It can be a free scout. (see below)
• if you scout Encounters, set up the battlefield. Start a battle or make your retreat move.
–see page 6: Battlefield

place safe-chips on
clear locations

Free Scout: if you there are no dangerous encounters and you do not claim a reward,
trade, or use a skill–you may scout again.

STEP 3a: Clear a Location

If you eradicate all enemy encounters in a battle, flip Cache to Terrain and claim rewards, trades
(Church), or use a skill (Terrain). Your retreat move is forfeit: end your turn by placing a safe-chip on it
with your pawn(s) on top.
Camping-Out: if you eradicate all dangerous Encounters–but others remain in a zone
behind a wall or fence–you may end your turn. Place your pawns on top of the blockaded Encounters
at the Location. If you camp-out overnight, do not remove blockaded Encounters at reckoning.

STEP 3b: Retreat Option

place loot left behind
at location face down

SAMPLE PLAYER TURN

place encounters face
down at locations you
retreat from

You may only make one retreat move to an adjacent Location from an unresolved battle per turn. To
retreat, place Encounters you are retreating from on the departed Location face down for rest of the
day. If you retreat to a Location with dangerous Encounters you must eradicate them or die trying.

An overview of a first turn (not including battles).

A

A STEP 1] Wake up at Alpha Base
		• draw Weather
B STEP 2] Scout Gas Station
		
• roll (6+4+1=) 11 Encounters
		
• reveal Encounters in zones 1 & 2
		
• decide it is too dangerous to battle them
C STEP 3a] Retreat to Garage
		
• place Encounters face down
		
on top of Gas Station
		
• roll (3=) 3 Encounters at Garage
		
• reveal 1 outside: an Ally,
		
their pawn is added to group
		
• decide to clear Garage, begin battle

C
B
A

C STEP 3b] Clear Garage
		
• after successful battle, claim rewards
		
• flip Garage over to Looted Street
		
• place a white safe-chip on top with your pawns on top

“Next morning we went to our church to ask for their blessing.
They gave us an AK-47 with extra ammo, and we gave them our food.”

place your survivor
pawns on top of zombies
you have “blockaded”
inside homes
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Battleground Rules

You may retreat (if you have a retreat move available) by moving off the battlefield, but must leave any
dropped loot behind at the Location. Only 1 survivor / encounter can occupy a hex. If a survivor &
encounter are adjacent, they’re engaged.

ranged attacks:
short = 2-3 hexes
medium = 4-6 hexes
long = 7-9 hexes

Battle-Rounds

Battle turns are called “rounds”. Survivors always have initiative (act first) except when facing Human
Enemies! Each round goes as follows:
1) each survivor may perform 1 action or pass in any order chosen by the player
2) all revealed enemy encounters act (fences prevent movement through them)
3) rounds repeat until you retreat, die, or eradicate the revealed Encounters
		
• if all dangerous encounters are eradicated, regroup
		• if all encounters are eradicated, you’ve cleared the location

Start & Restart Hexes

most pistols fire in melee

Start & Restart hexes allow a survivor to instantly move again if it is their first
move onto the battlefield (zone 1), or if they are passing a wall or fence.

Regroups

After eradicating all dangerous Encounters, you may perform unlimited actions, recover arrows/
bolts fired during the battle, or camp-out (end turn).
–see page 6: Placing Encounters

Passing Walls or Fences

To cross a wall / fence, move onto a restart hex (door) along the divider, and instantly move again.
If moving past a wall, reveal the Encounters beyond it (but before another wall) before your restart
move. You may retreat as your restart move, unless you are engaged–at which point you may
attempt to push-off to exit the room.

To Hit

To hit, roll d10 = or > your target number. Rolls may be increased by skill for a weapon or a weapon
type. Weapon types are:
Melee: BLADE, CLUB, STAKE
Ranged: PISTOL, RIFLE, SHOTGUN, BOW
A “natural” zero = critical miss, regardless of modifiers. A critical miss on an Encounter engaged by
another survivor affects other engaged survivor instead of the Encounter. This penalty over-rides
all other critical miss penalties. If there are multiple survivors engaged, roll d6 to determine who is
pushed or killed.

Loud Noises

transfer same supply type
from one loot to another

If you make a loud noise activate all distracted revealed Zombies.
The first time a loud noise is made outside, roll the alarm die. If you roll the
skull, roll d6 for the number of Encounters drawn by the noise. Draw and
place them in one of the columns on the edge of the battlefield (either left or
right side). Use their hex position to exactly match their horizontal position on
the edge. If more than one occupy the same hex, move the same or slower
Encounter back (farther away) one hex. Allies/Dependants are set aside.
Placing the drawn encounters is their first move.–see page 12: Sample Battle

“We found a crossbow and some shotgun ammo there too.
That night the garage next to us caught on on fire.”

loud weapons may
alarm outside encounters
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Player Battle-Round
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Survivors get 1 action per round (+ free actions). There are 3 types: move, attack (melee/ranged),
& hand.

Move

A move is 1-3 hexes. A move next to an Encounter ends movement, they are engaged. Engaged
survivors may only melee.
Charge: move 1 or 2 hexes to engage, and instantly melee at +1 to your attack roll.
Retreat: a move off the battlefield becomes a move in the neighborhood.

Melee Attack

clubs both kill & push,
but you can specify
push only

You must be engaged to melee. Melee attacks include:

Push 2

Pushed encounters are placed sideways to denote that attack rolls
against them are +1. Survivors engaged with multiple encounters subtract 1
from their roll for each additional encounter. There are 3 types of push:
Push: place encounter 1 hex away on a non-adjacent hex as shown:
Drive: push encounter and move survivor into its previously occupied hex.
–see page 6: Quarantine Options

Impale 1

Push Off: do not move encounter, instead move survivor up to full movement (no attack).

Impale: hold a Zombie in place or kill a human or feral dog. Impaled Zombies can’t move
or bite the impaler, but can bite other adjacent survivors. They can be eradicated with auto-success
using a seperate melee attack from another survivor (not the impaler). Ranged attacks against
impaled zombies gain +1.

Kill 4

spend 2 more ammo
to instantly fire again
using rapid-fire

Kill: eradicates the Encounter.

Stuck blades: if you roll a 0 using a blade, it “hangs”. It becomes part of the Encounter
Loot–place a purple base under them to represent it.

Ranged Attack

Ranges are: close = 2-3 hexes, medium = 4-6, and long = 7-9.
Line of Sight: trace a line from any part of your hex to any party of the target.
Rapid-fire: some semi-auto firearms allow you to spend +2 ammo to instantly fire again.
There are no limits other than ammo. For example, you may spend 7 ammo to fire 4 times.
Jams: semi-auto firearms may jam. If a 0 is rolled, roll again. If the second roll is = or < the
jam rating, it jams and cannot fire. Tilt the card clip in it’s position. Faulty ammo is considered spent.

tweak your card-clip
if you jam

Lost Arrows & Bolts: if a 0 is rolled when firing, the arrow/bolt is lost and can’t be retrieved
when regrouping.

Hand Actions

Hand actions include: reload • grab backpack loot • unjam firearm

Free Actions

You may drop / pickup loot in adjacent hex as a free action. It is possible to drop Loot, pick up
adjacent Loot & use it (your action) on the same round.

“It’s weird to sleep in someone else’s house like that.
I could hear the moans of those monsters in my dreams.”

use a card clip to track
lost bolts from critical
misses
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Encounter Round

Only revealed Encounters perform an action. Encounters act in order of closest to survivors to
farthest (engaged act first). Ties are resolved by speed, fast to slow. When playing multi-player,
replace die roll moves with the opposing player making those decisions.

Zombie & Feral Dog A.I.
Zombies and Feral Dogs...

A ...move toward the closest survivor.
B ...favor closest survivor with other survivors nearby.
C ...roll 1d6 for ties: 2 choices = 1-3 / 4-6 | 3 choices = 1-2 / 3-4 / 5-6
D ...bite if engaged, or with an extra move after engaging.
E ...do not move backwards around obstacles, and may become blocked with no move.
A

B

C

D

E

								

best defense (-4):
shield, glove,
& face protection

Getting Bit
-2

When a Zombie or Feral Dog bites, roll the green d10. If you roll = or > than their bite rating,
they hit. Armor modifies the die roll.

Zombie bites infect survivors–they remain alive for one battle-round, then die at the end of
that round (zombies keep biting for 1 round).
Feral Dog bites wound a survivor–place a Wound on them. If already wounded, they die.

Human Enemy A.I.

Human Enemies have specific A.I. on their card. If out of ammo, they retreat.

no retreat from feral dogs

Retreats: if no Human Enemy is eliminated, return the Human Enemies! to the Encounter discard pile
(where it will be reshuffled into the Encounter Deck at the reckoning phase).

place wounds on top of
survivors

“The next day it was raining hard. We decided to hit up
the trailer home nearby, how many could there be?”

Sample Battle-Round
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It’s raining hard on the dawn of the dead. Old Skool Dad and Punk Rock Girl scout the Trailer Home.
They roll a 5 (-1) = 4 Encounters. Setting up the battlefield reveals 3 outside (1 normal zombie & 2 fast
zombies), and 1 inside (unknown). They decide to clear it.

First Round
A

B

C

D

Player Turn
Old Skool Dad moves to a start hex
& fires his Coach Shotgun at the Fast
Zombie–eradicating it with a roll of 3
(-1 rain modifer). Because it made a
loud noise outside, the alarm die is
rolled. He rolls the skull, and must roll
again. He rolls a 4, drawing 4 more
Encounters.

D

Punk Rock Girl starts on the other
side firing her .38 at the Zombie. She
rolls a 7 eradicating it.

heavy rain effects close
range

D

Encounter Turn
The Fast Zombie moves 3 hexes
towards the Punk Rock Girl (closest
survivor).

C

D

D

The 4 Encounters drawn by the loud
noise are placed on the outer columns
of the same row as shown.

the trailer home has
2 zones outside

Battle-round over.

A

B

The Horde

PART V: Extra Chaos

A large green meeple represents a zombie horde that starts on the Pub, and/or can be created by the
Boombox. It is d6+11 Encounters with all Humans, Feral Dogs, and Fire! removed.

6

1

5

2
4

3

It roams randomly at the end of each phase–including the reckoning
phase–by rolling d6 and moving as shown. If it moves out of the
neighborhood place it on the perimeter, allowing re-entry. Remove it
from the game if it moves 2 spaces out. A horde may move to Occupied
Locations or Locations on fire. It will always move to & remain on an
adjacent active Boombox (releasing 2 hordes when batteries run out).

sacrifice your heroic action
to remove the fear

If it moves onto your Location and you’re inside, you are blockaded–
you are safe, but may sacrifice your scout move to retreat to an
adjacent Location. If you are outside, you must start a battle with it on
your turn (you may retreat after 1 round).

If you battle the horde, the zone description is always Z1 Z2 Z3. If you move to it you must eradicate
it before attempting to clear the Location it is on.

“Well, we learned something valuable. Zombies come running if they are
close and hear your shotgun! Always have a retreat plan.”

create a zombie horde
& release it in 1 day
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Neighborhoods

There are 3 standard patterns to deal a neighborhood. All positions are dealt randomly, except fixed
cards (noted). You may create your own map patterns & scenarios.

A: Standard
Fixed Card:
Pub in center

B: Wide

Fixed Cards:
Alpha & Bravo bases

C: Bridge
Fixed Card:
Bridge

PART VI: Game Types

Multi-Player

TP: spend supply at
dawn to attach cardclip to TP icon on
survivor

Additional rules below apply for multiplayer. Card-Z can be played competitively or cooperatively.
The base game is designed for 1 or 2 player (a 3-4 player expansion is available).

Home Base & Character Selection

Players roll d10–the highest roll picks their home base or defers. Whoever picks their home base
goes second in Character selection. You may also deal Characters randomly & roll for Home Bases.

Initiative

Co-op: take turns in any order, both in the neighborhood and on the battlefield.
Competitive: players roll d10 each action phase. You may defer.

Trading

player 2 starts at
Bravo Base

Unlimited Loot, supply, & Allies/Dependants can be traded between players at the same safe Location.

Joint Missions:

Players starting in the same Location may combine their turns. If adjacent to a battle, you can use
your turn (if available) to join the fray any round after round 1, placing your pawn(s) onto a restart hex
(zone 1) as your move.

Player versus Player (PvP):

Attack another player by moving onto their Location. The defender may choose to use the Cache side
of their occupied Location to defend it. Defender sets up first on any hex. The attacker sets up on any
zone 1 start hex. Restart hexes can be targeted from either side, but act as a shield: -2 to attack rolls
against anyone occupying them. Players roll inititiative for each round, with the defender receiving a
+5 bonus on the first roll. PvP is not allowed at the Church.

“I will never forget the week that followed. We made new friends,
and learned more about each other than we would’ve in a lifetime.”

PVP: defender on restart
hex behind wall -2 to hit

Scenarios

PART VI: Game Types
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Home Run: map B / 1 hour / solo = medium

Replace Bravo Base with Looted Pub (there is no horde). Start with 1 Character at Looted Pub.
Replace their starting Loot with Ka-Bar, Toilet Paper, and Junk Food. Make it to Alpha Base.

Rescue 911: map B / 2 hours / solo = hard

Place all Dependants from the Encounter Deck at Bravo Base. Start at the Alpha Base. Merge with
Dependants and escort them back to Alpha Base before they starve to death.

Survive: any map / 2-4 hours / solo = medium, co-op = easy, competitive

The first player to have Food at any current occupied inside Location = or > twice the remaining
Weather cards wins.

Civic Duty: any map / 3-4 hours / solo & co-op = hard

Flip (clear) all blue caches to red to win. MULTI must also clear the S-Mart. If you win, count rescued
survivors (starving ok) as points. Deduct anyone (including starting Characters) lost along the way,
and give yourself a grade:
POINTS

GRADE

6
A+

5
A

4
A-

3
B+

2
B

1
B-

0
C

-1
D

-2+		
E

Raging Fire: map A / 2-3 hours / solo = hard, co-op = medium

Replace the Pub (in center) with the Gas Station, on fire. At dawn, roll 1d10 for every fire in the
neighborhood to see where it spread overnight. Do not roll if it is raining. Use the random horde
movement to determine the direction of spread, with any roll outside of 1-6 resulting in no spread.
The game ends when all 5 fires are on the board. Survive and rescue as many friendly humans as
possible before ending. Use grade chart from Civic Duty for score.

S-Mart: the only cache
location that starts as
terrain & takes 2 phases
to clear

Mission from God: any map / 2-4 hours / solo = hard, co-op = medium, competitive

Collect a purple disc (residential) for each quarantined zombie. Trade it in for 1 Loot at the Church.
Retire at any time. A perfect score is when the Church is completely out of Loot.

Horde Annihilation: map A / 1 hour / solo = hard, co-op = medium
To win, eradicate the horde before it wanders off. You may battle the horde 1 position off the map.
Pub Run: map A / 1-3 hours / competitive only

Remove Fire! from the Encouner Deck. First to clear the Pub–and hold it until the reckoning phase–
wins.

Zombie Count: any map / 1.5 hours / competitive only

Game ends after 1 turn. Players collect eradicated Encounters throughout the day. After reckoning,
subtract 5 for any dead Characters, 4 if they are starving, or 3 if they are sick. Player with most points
wins. Ties decided by most Loot, then Food.

outside location icon

Loot Count: any map / 1.5 hours / competitive only

Game ends after 1 turn. After reckoning, count all Loot collected at your location and subtract 5 for
any dead Characters, 4 if they are starving, or 3 if they are sick. Ties decided by most Food.

watch instructional videos at
www.baecard-z.com

do you trust your
neighbors?

VIDEO RULES

antiGames
Game Turn

Player Aid

Action Phases: Dawn, Day, Night
• players get 1 scout w/1 possible retreat
• night phase ranged attacks: -1 / -2 / -3
Reckoning:
• gather & reshuffle all Encounters
• gather safe-chips at unoccupied Locations
• eat or starve, if already starving remove

www.baecard-z.com

Player Turn

1) Scout adjacent location
• roll encounters (already clear= free scout)
• no meeples = free scout
• meeples = battle or retreat
2) Clear or Retreat to adjacent location & end turn
• retreat move = battle meeples to death

Rapid-Fire

To Hit

Ranges

Roll d10 = or > target
0 = critical miss

Close = 2-3 hexes • Medium = 4-6 • Long = 7+

Charge

Hand Actions

Free Actions

reload • access backpack • unjam firearm

move 1-2 hexes,
engage, & melee +1

Stake-Tactics
auto-kill all zombies
in a zone with a fence

spend +2 ammo
to instantly fire again

drop & pick-up loot (adjacent hex)

Quarantine

Hunting

• drive encounter into a room
to eradicate, but deduct 1 from reward
• if already in room engage (no drive)
• rooms may only be used one time

• roll d10+2 for game and range
• odd roll = game
• 1 = close, 3-5 = medium, 7-9 = long.
• 11 is out of range

Encounter A.I.
ORDER: closest to farthest away
If tie: Feral Dog > Fast Zombie > Zombie > Slow Zombie

Zombies and Feral Dogs...
...bite if engaged, or if they have an extra move after engaging.
...move to the closest survivor.
...path to target is influenced by other survivors.
...roll 1d6 for ties.
...do not move backwards around obstacles, and may become blocked.
starving = -1 die rolls, -1 carry
sleep deprived = -1 die rolls
all content © copyright 2021 Mantis Design, Inc.

points 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 -1 -2
grade A+ A A- B+ B B- C D E

